Perspectives for systematic in vitro antibody generation.
After the completion and refinement of the human genome, the characterization of individual gene products in respect of their functions, their modifications, their cellular localization and regulation in both space and time has generated an increased demand for antibodies for their analysis. Taking into account that the human genome contains approximately 25,000 genes, and that their products are found in different splice variants and produce proteins with post-translational modifications, it can be estimated that at least 100,000 different protein products have to be investigated to gain a complete picture of what's going on in the proteome of a cell. Antibodies are preferred tools helping with the characterization and detection of proteins as well as with elucidating their individual functions. The generation of antibodies to all available human protein products by immunization and/or the hybridoma technology is not only logistically and financially enduring, but may prove to be a difficult task, as quite a number of interesting targets may evade the immune response of experimental animals, for example, allosteric variants dependent on fragile interactions to cofactors, highly conserved antigens etc. For this reason, alternative methods for the generation of antibodies have to supplement these approaches. In vitro methods for antibody generation are seen to offer this capability. In addition, they may provide a cost effective and large scale production alternative for detection reagents for the research community in their own right. Among in vitro techniques, phage display has been evolved as the most efficient option for tackling this problem and approaches optimised for automation are emerging. Maximum benefit for proteomic research could be generated by judicious and preferably international coordination of the ongoing efforts to combine the strengths of the well established animal based approaches and the novel opportunities offered by in vitro methods.